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NEYHIJlT,IUOll!SON, RBlLY & FIIBTAS 
In the Matter of a Co.ntroversy 

betyveen 

Southern California Rapid Transit 
District Metro Lines 

and 

Local 889, International . Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers; Local 1277, 
Amaigamated. Transit Union 

Final Decision nnd Order of the 
Director of the Department of 
Industrial Relations 

RE: Petition for Certification 
of Representative and Unit 
Clarification Petition 

SUMly!AR Y OF DEC!S!ON 

011 December 12, 1992, the hearing officer in this case issued a 
proposed decision to dismiss both ·or the Petitions at issue. Exceptions to 
the proposed decision were filed by Local 889, International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers ("IBEW") and Local 1277, Amalgamated Transit Union 
("ATU") pursuant to 8 California Code of Regulations ("CCR") §15855. Upon 
review of the Exceptions filed and the existing record, and for the reasons 
set forth herein, I have determined that the Proposed Decision should be 
adopted. 

SUMMARY OF PROCEDURAL HJSTORY 

On August 22, 1990, IBEW filed a petition to represent six 
maintenance cl.assifications of the Southern California Rapid Transit District 
("RTD" or "District") on the Blue Line, Los Angeles's newly-opened light rail 
system. In response, ATU, ·which had represented all RTD streetcar and 
bus maintenance workers for over 30 .years, petitioned to have the unit 
clarified to include the same workers in what it alleged was the "more 
appropriate" ATU unit.. . 

\ 
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At" the time of hearing before hearing officer Raoul Thorbourne, 
IBEW amended its petition to include the same job classifications oil the 

.Red Line (RTD's heavy rail system) which had not yet been operating 
"revenue service" at the time of hearing. A four day evidentiary hearing 
was held on the matter, followed by extensive post·hearing briefing by all 

·parties. 

·

· 

• 

• 

On December 8, 1992, the hearing officer issued a proposed 
decision, to which .exceptions were filed by IBEW and ATU. In his decision, 
the hearing. officer found that lhe IBEW's petition was not contract' parred 
by either of the ATU's 1988-91 or 1991-94 bargaining agreements with 
RTD because the Blue Line workers were ".non·contract employees" and 
thus· not covered by any collective bargaining agreement at the time the 
'petition was filed. He further found that the 13(c) agreement between the 
federal government and RTD for the benefit of the ATU members did not 
bar the Red Line workers from potential inclusion in the proposed unit, as 
the agreement represented only an intent to bargain and thus oid not set· 
working conditions for Red Line workers. 

The hearing officer found that the unit petitioned for by IBEW was 
inappropriate and that the classifications more properly constituted an 
accretion to the existing ATU maintenance unit. This finding was based· on 
the organizational structure of RTD, the fact that NLRB precedent favors 
system-wide units in public utilities, the conclusion that the Blue/Red Line 
maintenance workers had a community of interest with their counterparts 
in· the ATU "bus'~ unit; and, a conclusion that there was an absence of such a 
community of interest among the Blue/Red Line workers. The hearing 
qfficer dismissed the IBEW petition. On the basis that NLRB precedent 
provides for a determination only of the appropriate unit, not for the more 
or most appropriate unit, he also ~ismissed the ATU petition. Thereafter, 
exceptions to the proposed decision of the hearing offic~r were filed .bY':both 
labor organizations. · 
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THE POSTIQNS OF THE PARTIES 

1 ATU Exceptions,  

(a) The decision did not address ATU's argument that PUC 
section 30.750(b) bars the Director from even considering any bargaining 
unit o.ther than those .. determined py Archibalp Cox in his 1959 unit 
determination and certification decision on behalf: of the Mediation and 
Conciliation Service ("Service"), · 

(b) ATU's Petition for Unit Clarification is not barred by being 
filed mid-contract. 

2. IBEW Exceptions  

(a) By not applying .tests for internal community of interest 
first, the hearing officer failed to articulate and apply the· appropriate legal 
standard for determining whether the classifications in the Petition for 
Certification constitute,d an appropriate unit for collective bargaining. 

(b) 
.

_ 

The job classifications in the proposed unit share a sufficient 
 community of interest to constitute an appropriate bargaining unit, in that· 
th'e work. is integrated; the workers .. share similar duties, skills and working
conditions; the proposed unit corresponds to employer's supervisory and 
administrative structure; the employees in the proposed. unit work in close 
geographical proximity to each other; and, the proposed unit is consistent 
with. the ·desires of the affected employees and petitioner. 

,. 
(c) The petitioned-for job classifications do not share an 

overwhelming, or Significant community of interest with the employees in 
the ATU unit, in that bus and rail operations are not integrated; skills, 
duties and working conditions of the two groups are dissimilar; there is no 
interchange between bus· and rail employees; rail employees geographically 

. 
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are isolated; bus and rail maintenance employees share no common day to 
day supervision; and, ATU's "brief and ineffective" bargait]ing history is not 
entitled to great weight. 

(d) Whether a proposed unit might also be an accretion is 
irrelevant once the proposed unit is· found . to be. appropriate, 

3. RTD Position 

RTD opposed the IBEW's exceptions, but filed none of its own. · In 
its brief and response to IBEW's exceptions, the District consistently 
maintained that the only appropriate unit is one that is system-wide and · 
 vcould include both bus and rail maintenan.ce workers;. that the hearing 
officer had addressed the issue whether the petitioned-for unit was· 
appropriate; and, that the finding of a separate unit is not a precondition to 
a finding "that the proposed. unit constitutes an accretion. 

·

ISSUES 1D BE DECIDED 

I. Whether Public Utilities Code § 30750(b) bars IBEW's 
Petition for Certification of Representative. 

2. Whether there is a contract bar to ATU's Petition for Unit 
Clarification. 

3. · Whether the job classifications at issue share a. sufficient 
community of interest such that they represent an appropriate bargaining 
unit, or whether .they constitute a(l accretion to the ex.isting maintenance 
bargaining uni't. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Public Utilities .Code § 30750(b) does not bar IBEW's Petition 
for Certification of Representative . 
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PUC § 30750 (b) states in relevant part: 

"Upon the acquisition by the district of the property of the Los 
Angeles Transit Authority ... , the .district shall assume and observe all 
existing labor contracts and shall recognize the labor organization certified 
to represent the employees in each existing bargaining unit as the sole 
representative of the emp)oyees of each such bargaining unit. Any 
certification of a labor organization previously made under the. provisions of 
the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Disti"ict Act by. the State Conciliation 
Service to represent or act for the employees in any collective bargaining 
unit shall remain in full force and effect and shall be binding upon the 
district. · Such certifications and any Ci(rtifications made hereunder shall not 
be subject to challenge on the grounds that. a new substantial question of 

.representation within such collective bargaining unit exists until. the lapse of 
one year from the date of. certification or the expiration of any collective . 
barg~ining ·agreement, whichever is later; provided, that no collective 
bargaining agreement shall be construed to be a bar to representation 
proceedings for a period of more that two years." 

This language was enacted in 1964 when RTD succeeded the Los 
Angeles Metropolitan Transit District. In its post-hearing brief imd in its 
exceptions, ATU argues that the above language means that, although the 
representation for each collective bargaining unit could be challenged on the 
time schedule provided, the conformation of the units themselves cannot be~ 
vari!:d from those specified by Archibald Cox in his capacity as hearing 
officer for the Service in 1959. While the ATU has indeed represented the 
maintenance workers since elections were first held following the Cox 
decision certifying bargaining units, there were no rail maintenance workers 
in ATU units ... by the enactment date of the above statute, as by that time tail 
service had been entirely phased out of Los Angeles public transportation. : 

A fundamental rule of statutory construction is ihat a court 
should ascertain the intent of lhe Legislature so as to effectuate the purpose. 
of the law. Dubois y, WCAB, _ C. 4th ·_, 20 Cal.Rptr. 2d 523 (1993) "In 
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construing a statute, our first task is to look at the language of .. the statute 
itself. When the language is clear and there is no uncertainly as to the 
legislative int!"nt, we look no further and simply enforce the statute 
according to its terms." l.llliL. at 525. The Court in Dubois also stated that. 
each sentence of a statute must be looked at in the c.ontext ·of the entire 
statute and the statutory .scheme of which it is apart. The Court reiterat.ed 
that statutes must be evaluated according to the usual, ordinary import of 
the language in framing them, keeping in mi"nd the nature and obyious 
purpose of the statute when they appear considering the particular clause 
or section in the context of the statutory framework as a whole, l!lliL. at 526. 

PUC § 30751, erincted at the same time as § 30750, states: 

"Any question which may arise with respect to 
whether a majority of the employees in an 
appropriate unit desire to be represented by a 
labor organization shall be submitted to the 
Director of the Department of Industrial Relations. 
In resolving such questions of representation 
including the determination of the appropriate unit 
or units, petitions, the conduct of hearings and 
elections, the director shall apply the relevant 
federal law and administrative practice developed 
under the Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, 
as amended, and for this purpose shall adopt 
appropriate rules and regulations .... " (emphasis 
added). 

The plain language of the phrase, " ... including the determination 
of the appropriate· unit or units ... " indicates that the legislature 
contemplated the possibility of reconfiguration of the appropriate 
bargaining units back in 1964 when the s.tatute was enacted • 
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Although ATU claiins that PUC § 30751 ·applies only.-.to "new 
.representative questions not already covered by 30750(b)", there is nothing 
in the language of either statute which would support such a distinction. 
Read together, the language of Sections 30750 and .30751 do not indicate 
that the legislature intended to create a distinction between pre- and post-
1959 employees as to the permissible method for unit determinations. 

In conjunction with a contextual examination of the statute, a 
review of the .legislative history provides additional assistance in 
determining the legislature's intent. Despite many amendments to other 
sections of this chapter, from their .introduction on March 6."·1964 as part of 
SB 41, the bill creating Southern California Regional Transit District, until· 
final passage on May 4,' 1964, not a word was changed in what later became
PUC Sections 30750 and 30751 . · · 

 

• · Tracking the evolution of the bill that created RTD's predecessor, 
the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority is more revealing.· When A13 
·1104 was introduced on January 17, 1957, only four lines in the general 
powers and duties section of the bill mentione.d that management "may 
contract" with employees in the appropriate bargaining units on issues "not 
limited to" wages, hours and working conditions. · At its first amendment in 
the Assembly on March 11, 1957, extensive additions were made to Section 
3.6(c),(d), and (e), establishing for current employees the right to maintain 
their present benefits and working conditions and delineating their right to _ 
elect bargaining representatives through the office of the State Conciliation 
Service. An amendment in the Senate on May 2, 1957 added to Section 
3.6(d) the following language: · 

• 

"No craft, class or classification of employees for 
which· a labor organization has previously 
bargained with the system or any part of it prior to 
or after its acquisition by the authority 'shall be 
deemed to be inappropriate unless a majority of 
the employees in the proposed class, craft, or I 

I 
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classification unit vote against separate 
representation." 

In· the same set of amendments, ihe jurisdiction of the Service to 
provide elections for representation and to certify. the results was · 
underscored. The Senate also. mandated the Authority: to assume all 
existing labor contracts as it acquired facilities within the region; to provide 
to the employees the minimum protections. given by the current bargaining 
agreement between· the Pacific Electric Railway Company arid the 
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen; and, to continue· the· employee 
protections provided by the Public Utilities C.ommission and other 
administrative agencies. . However, by the date of the bill's final amendment 
on May 23, 1957, all the above language had been removed. The portion 
delineating the powers of the Service to determine representation was 
amended to read: 

"(to) determine the unit or units appropriate for the 
purposes of collective bargaining. In making such 
determination and in establishing rules and 
regulations governing petitions, the conduct of 
hearings and elections, the State Conciliation 
Service shall be guided by relevant federal law and 
administrative practices, including but not limited 
to the self determination rights accorded crafts or 
classes in the Labor Management Relations Act, 
1947, and the Railway Labor Act.". 

This is the current language of PUC § 30750. Neither the current 
statute nor its' predecessor precludes employees hired into newly-created 
positions from participating in unit and bargaining representation 
determinations, particularly given the application of NLRB .precedent. 

The certification of 34 years ago does not bar the filing of a 
petition to certify a new unit when the language of 'the relevant statutes do 
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not support such an interpretation· and the workplace .itself has. fluctuated 
radically over the intervening years. Accordingly, ATU' s position that PUC 
section 30750(b) bars the Dire'ctor from even considering any bargaining 
unit other than those determined in Archibald Cox's 1959 unit 
determination ·is. without merit. 

2. There is no contract-bar to ATU's Petition for Unit 
Clarification. 

The hearing officer held that ATU's peiition for· unit clarification · 
was barred because it was filed "mid-term, during the pendency of the 
contract". To support his position, the hearing officer cited Massachnsetts 
Teachers Association, 236 NLRB 1427. T.he Mass. Teachers case held that 
although there is generally a bar against mid-term petitions for clarification 
which upset an agreement or an established practice of the union and 
employer with respect to unit placement of employees, an exception exists. 
The exceptio.n is permitted solely to resolve disputes concerning the unit .. 
placement oL employees who fall within newly established job classifications 
or whose duties and responsibilities have undergone recent substantial 
changes such that there exists some real question as to whether their 
positions continue to fall in the category that they occupied in the past. A TU 
argues that the Massachusetts Teachers ·case supports the timeliness of its 
unit clarification petition. 

. 

The present case does appear to be one of those exceptions 
because the positions at is.sue involve "newly established." job classifications. 
Both Blue and Red line jobs were created since theJlast unit certification 
election in· the late ·1950's and at least the Red line positions were filled 
after the most' recent bargaining agreement came into effect for rail 
employees in September 1'991. Bltie line classifications were filled in 1989, 
but not incorporated into the agreement until the arbitrator's award to that 
effect was ·enforced iri 1991. It would thus appear that both groups fall 
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within the above-described "newly established job classifications" that 
would justify a mid-term unit clarification decision.! 

The lack of a contract bar to ATU's unit clarification petition, 
however, is immaterial here, in light of the previous and unchallenged 

. finding that the petition is denied on the ground that the request for a 
"more appropriate" unit is not consistent with Board preceqent. 

3. The job classifications at issue represent an accretion to the 
existing maintenance. unit . 

 

. As all of the Exceptions filed by the IBEW concerning this issue 
are dupli~ations of the arguments already addressed by the hearing officer, 
they will not be discussed in detail here. From my independent review of 
the recor~ I find that the hearing officer's conclusiOns are supported by the 
evidence . • 

• 

.__--J. 

The recor!i reflects an integrated public transit system 
comprised of both bus and rail vehicles operated under a centralizec! 
administrative control. While the employees for whom the IBEW petitioned 
all perform electro-mechanical maintenance work on the new rail systems, 
other ATU-repres.ented employees are also assigned to rail' facilities and/or 
equipment, e.g. Air Condiiioning Technicians, Cabinetmakers, Camera 

1 Assuming that ATU is correct, for the reasons discussed In section A.2, above, 
that its petition for clarification filed mid-term of the contract would not' be contract
barred, It is ironic that the same union claims change in the workplace sufficient to 
justify considerntion of its own petition for clarification, white asserting that the ·mEW 
should not challenge units deemed appropriate in 1959. If Mass: Teachers supports 
reevaluation or''"the appropriate unit mid-contract on the bosis of sufficient workplace 
change, on at-best .ambiguous ·California State PUC statute cannot preclude 
consideration of ll3EW's petltlon for certification in th.e face of federal labor precedent 
applied to a chonged workplace and the fact that the tatter petition was filed before 
any collective bargaining agreement applied to the affected workers . 
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Operators, Digital System Technicians, Digital Techni~ians, Electricians, 
Electrician's Helpers, Electronic Communication Technicians, Property 
Maintainers, Laborers,. Plumbers and Locksmiths. While the petitioned-for 
employees all have rail-only immediate supervisors, the next levels of 
management supervise both bus and rail work groups,' Some employees 
have transferred from bus to rail maintenance and, though a small amount 

. of specific training was required, the tools and skills· employed by both 
groups are similar. Labor relations for both groups are handled by the same 
personnel section of RTD· and, although specific job positions may be 
assigned to separate buildings, both the rail and bus maintenance 
employees operate out of the same yards and are thus in close geographical 
proximity. 

Under the 'LMRA, system-wide units are regarded as .optimum in 
public utilities, and in particular, public transportation systems, because· of 
the integrated and interdependent nature of the· services they perform. 
New England Telephone and Telegraph 242 NLRB 940, St. Louis Public 
Service 77 NLRB 749 Exceptions to this rule have been found where 
 unusual circumstances exist, such as a clearly defined and separate 
geographic area, no. contact between groups of employees .. no interchange 
between ·branch offices, no effect on the rest of the system as a result of a 
work stoppage at the location in question, lack of a bargaining history and 
no labor organization seeking to represent the employees in question in a 
larger unit. Michigan Bell 192 NLRB 1212, Color~do Interstate Gas Co,. 202 _ 
NLRB 847 Applying the abov~ tests to the facts presented here, the case for 
a separate unit has not been made. Fgr all the reasons described in rhe t< 
decision of the hearing officer, the job classifications constitute an accreti~n 
to· the existing maintenance bargaining unit. 

.

F!ND)NGS 

1. PUC Section 30750(b) does not bar IBEW's Petition for 
 Certification of Representative .



2. . ATU's Petition for Unit Clarification is not contract-barred, 
. but stands dismissed on ·other grounds by the previous unchallenged 
'findings of the hearing officer, · · 

3, :.The job classifications at issue do not share a sufficient 
community of interest so as to constitute a separate bargaining unit; said 
classifications represent an accretion to the existing maintenance. unit. 

PETERMINAT!ON 

For the foregoing reasons, it is ordered . that the Petition for 
Certification of the IBEW and the Petition for Unit Clarification of the ATU be 
dismissed, Except as otherwise indicated herein, the Proposed Decision of 
the Hearing Officer is hereby adopted pursuant to 8 CCR § 15865, 

J • 
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pROOF OF SERVICE )3Y Ml\IL 
(Code Civ. Proc., .§§ 1013a, 2015.5) 

I am employed in the City and County of San. Francisco; I am 

over' the age of ei~hteen years and not a party to the within 

entitled action; my business address is. 455 Golden Gate Avenue, 

Room 3.220, San Francisco, California 94102. 
., 

On October 12, 1993, I served the within Final Decisi'on and 

Order of the Director of the Department ·of Indu'strial 

Relations re: l'etition for Certification of. Representative 

and Unit Clarifi·cation Petition on all parties in this action· 

by placing· a 'true copy thereof. enclosea in a sealed envelope with 

postage thereon fully prepaid in the United States mail at. San 

Francisco, California addressed as follows: 

. 

WILLIAM J. FLYNN 
NEYHART, ANDERSON, REILL:C & FREITAS 
600 Harrison Street, Suite 535 
san Francisco, CA 94107 

· 

D. WILLIAM HEINE 
SCHWARTZ, STEINSAPIR, DOHRMANN & SOMMERS 
3580 ~ilshire Blvd., suite 1620 
Los Angeles.,, CA 90010-2594 

Kenneth Ristau 
Gunnar B. Gooding 
GIBSON DUNN & CRUTCHER 
4 Park Plaza. Suite 1700 
Jamboree, Center 
·Irvine, CA 92714 

Victoria L. Bor 
Martin J. Crane 
SHERMAN, DUNN, COHEN, LEI?ER & YELLIG 
1125 Fifteenth Street, N.W .. , Suite 901 
WashinQton, D.C. 20005 

'•" 

I declare under penalty .of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct I 'and that this declaration was executed at S'an 

Francisco, California·, on October 12,· 1993. 

(1.~~ 
MILAGROS L. DIADULA-Declarant 
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. December 18,'1992 

Kenneth E. Ristau, Jr. 
Gunnar B:· Gooding 
Gibson, DUD.n & Crutcher 
4 Park Plaza, Suite 1400 
Irvine, California 92714-8557 

William l~nn; Esq. 
Neyhart, Anderson, Reilly & Freitas 
600 Harrison Street, Suite 535 
San Francisco, ~A ~4107 

D. William Heine 
Schwartz, Steinsapir, Dohrmanm 

&So=ers 
8580 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite1820 
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2594 

Victoria L. B or 
Martin J. Craine 
Sherman, Dunn, .Cohen, Leifer 
. & Yell,ig . . . 

1125 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Suite 801 
Washington, D.C., 20005 

In Re: Long Beach Metro Rail· Blue Line · 
C.S.M.C.S~ Case Nos. 90·3-086 and 91-1-830 

Dear Parties: 

Enclosed please find the proposed decision and order of the Hearing 
Officer which r adopt as the proposed decision and order of the Director of . 

. Industrial Relations in tl)e above-referenced matters. Under the procedui'l! set 
forth in 8 California Code of rugulationil 15860, any party may file exceptions to 
this proposed decision and or~er. . 

. 

/
· 

. 

· 

.. 

· 

.Sincerely, ~ 

Director · 
~ubry,Jr~. 

cc: Peter Lujan, Supervisor 
State Mediation . . and Conciliation Service . 

, 

Enc. 

vLH/gd:LB BlueLine(PW) 
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STATE OF CALIFORNiA

DEPJI:RTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATio?'Sbs-/
llllBi9l51tE THE' STATE MEDIATION AND CON~ ~..£JR~ 

RECEIVED 
, DEC 2 3 1992 

. 
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He~~r 4;,pq,{\' 

l£111MT, IJ!D!RS1JII, R
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INRE: 

LONG BEACH :METRO RAlt BLUE LINE 
PETITION FOR CERTIFICATION 
C.S.M.C.S. CASE NO. 90-3-086 and 
91-1-830 

PROPOSED DECISION 
OF r~ARING OFFICER 

·I. 

lNfRODUCTI6N . . . 

Upon petitions being duly filed under Section 30751 of th~ Public 

Utilities Code a hearing was ~eld on April 8 and 9, and August 11 through 

14, 1992 .before ibis :Hearing Officer. designated by the Director of 

IndustrJ.al .Relations under section 15830 of Title 8 of the California Code of 

Regulations. In Case 90-3~0815, Local 889 of the International Brotherhood 

. of Electrical Workers ("IBEW") seeks to represent a specific group of 

·employees who perform- electro-mechanical maintenance work associated 

with the Southern ·.California Rapid Transit District (hereinafter the 

"District". or "RTD") .rail systems. More specifically the IBBW seeks to 

represen.t. employees in the following classifications:! 

· · 

·!' 

1 The petition, ns initially. filed, was geographically limited by Its terms to 
employees employed on the District's I:.Qng 13ench Metro Roll or "Blue Line" 
system. At the hearing the !DEW Indicated that it also seeks to represent 
employees In the above elasslficntions without regard to where they nrc 
employed. IBEW thus made "it clear that lt also sought to represent 
individuals employed .in these c\Dssllicntlons In the District's Red Line 
subway system for which staffing hnd not begun at !he time the 
representntion ·pctltlol) ·was filed, Notwithstanding arguments to the 
contrary, 'the above' ~·ctarificntlon" constitutes on amendment to. the 
original petition given the fact that an entirely different group of 
employees employed at completely different locations was nddcd to the unit 
orlginnlly sought, ATU contends thnt the amendment ·operates as a bar to 

... . 
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•Maintenance Specialist 
Maintenance Assistant 
Track Inspector 
Signal Inspector 
Traction Power Inspector 

Rail Electronic Communications Inspector 

The Amalgamated Transit Workers Union Local 1277 ("A TU"); which 

represents .n unit of maintenance employees performing a vatiety of 

mechanical/electrical and related work associated with the District's .bus . 

operations, (hereinafter "the ATU unit" or the "existing unit") •. ··contends. 

that mEW's petition should be dismissed because: it is contract· barred· by 

both the 1988-1991 and the 1991"1994 c.ollective bargaining agreements 

between i!self and the District covering the ATU unit, Tho ATU fu~thor 

contends that the petition is also barred by its agreement with the Dis\rict 

under the provisions of Section 13(c) of the Federal Transit Act 

 

·

(hereinafter '~the 13(c) agreement")2 , under which transit systems 

accepting federal funds ·for the construction of· ·capital projects arc required 

to offer 'existing employees certain job protections, 

·. 

Alternatively, ATU contends thnt the petition ·should nonetheless be 

dismissed because the petitioned-for unit Is inappro.prlat.e. In this regard 

the A TU contends thi!t the ·only appropriate unit ~f m~intenance . . 
employees is a system-wide unit including bus and rail employees, and 

that the proposed unit constitutes . an accretion to . the unit it already 

. represents. , 

the petition. However,· ns will be ·discussed infra, the amendment does. not 
bnr consideration of the petition • 

2 49 u.s. c. section 1609. 

2 
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.·Similarly, it is the District's position ·that' only ·a system~wide unit of 

maintenan'ce employees is' .appropriate,· that on that basis the proposed 

unit is therefore inapproP,~iate, and that the petition :should be dismissed. 

• 

• 

• 

In case.·91-l-830, ·the. ATU petitions the suite Medl~.!ion and · · .· 

Conciliation Service ("Service") to "clarify" the existing unit3 by finding or 
' . . . . 

declaring. that the current contractual unit .is "th~ most appropriate" or the 

"only" appropriate unit of maintenance employees employed by the 

District. .. •-
For the reasons discussed below it is concluded that processing of the 

IBEW's ~etition is not barred by either of the A TV's collective bargaining 

agreements or by the 13(c) agreement. It is further concluded that under 

applicable community of interest criteria developed under the La,bor 

Management 'Relations Act, as amended, ("LMRA") the petitioned-for unit 

is inappropriate for coJiective bargaining purposes inasmuch .. as it 

constitutes an accretion to the eJCisting ATU unit. . It is concluded that· 

consider~tion .of the ATU. unit clarification petition is inappropriate. it is 

recommended, ~herefore, thnt both petitions be dismissed. 

II 

FACJ'(JAL BACKGROUNP
I . 

 

In i958 the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Au~horlty 

("L.AMTA") ·was created to assume the operating r.esponsibilities. of ·various . . 
priva!e nnd public transit systems in the Los Angeles area,4 After the 

crention of LAMTA; Archlbnld Cox,, ncting ns Hearing Officer for the Service, 

3 The bnrgninlng unit covered by the current ATU-Distrlct agreement 
includes the employees sought by the IBEW,' (Sec ATU Exhibit 1). 

4 These systems, the· Los Angeles Rnilwny, its successor the Los Angeles 
Trnnsit Lines, nnd the Los Angeles Motor Conch Co., which was jointly 
owned nnd operated by the LA Rallwny and the Pacific Electric Railway, 
Included bus, trolley and rail systems. 
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conducted a hearing. for the purpose of determining appropriate bargaining 

units among the various employee classifications now employed by 

LAMTA. 

One of the five units found appropriate by Cox, Group 2, also known 

as the Maintenance Unit, consisted of: 

"all employees in the Equipment Maintenance 
Department, all employees in the Electrical 
Departmen~ (including Laborer A), all 
employees (including janitors) . in the 
Department of Way and Structures, all utility 
men in Zories and Stops; excluding all 
watchmen, shop clerks, janitors· at 6th and 
Main Street, steno-clerks and. supervisors". 

. 
·. 

The Maintenance unit included all non-supervisory maintenanc.e 

employees- who performed work on both bus and rail equipment. and· on 

bus and rail facilities of LAMTA. After previliling, in a Service-ccinducted 

representation election, the A TU was certified as the c.ollectivc ~argaining 

represent~tive of the employees in Group 2 on May, 20, 1959. F~noWing 
the certification, 

' 

. ATU ana LAMTA entered into 
' 

successive collective 
• 

. . . ' . 

bargaining agreements covering the employees in one,, overall maintenance 

unit.. The record re'flects that in the early 1960's, as the District began to 

pha~e out its rail opei'atio.ns, a number of ATU rep~e~ented employees 

I 

transferred over to the now-growing bus. operationsS, 

' 

In 1964, the District was created by the Legislature to succeed 

LAMTA. (PUC ·code ~ectlo·n 30000 ~t. seq.). As part of the enabling 

legislation, the District was required to recognize. all currently cert~fied 

labor organizations and to assume· all or' LAMTA'S existing collective 

-----------·------- . 
5 The .reqord reflects that LAMTA discontinued rail serv.ice approximately in

.1961, 
 .. 
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bargaining. agreements, including the then-cu'rrent LAMTA-ATU contract

Significantly, beginning with the i964 agreement,. and continuing until t

1988-1991 agreement, the ATU contracts .did not include any rail job 

classifications ·i'nasmuch as the District did not operate a rail system duri

most of. that period. 

 .. 

he 

ng 

• 

• 

• 

In 1981, sometime after the District had applied for federal funds for 

the constn,Jction of_ a rapid rail transit system, the· District and the A TU 

entered ~nto. the 13(c) agreement which gave ATU unit employees 

employm~nt priority for aU. future rail positions. -Also. in 1981, the .(I.TU 

and the District agreed in writing that future employees hired to work in 

rail positions would be incorporated into the ATU unit. Thereafter, 

sometiri1e in 1988, ~s the District prepared to staff the Blue. Line; the ATU 

and the District began negotiations to implement the 1981 agreements viz 

a viz rail employ~es . 

· .. For. a variety of reasons not r~levant h~re, negotiations stalled and 

by the time the first employees ·were hired to work on the Blue Line no 
 agreement had been reached on the terms and conditions under which 

~ . 
these rail maintenance employees would be incorporrtted into the A TU 

unit. As a result, the bargaining unit covered by the 1988-1991 

agreement between tht: District and then ATU, executed on June 30, 1988, 

did not cover any rail midntenance employees in the classification sought · 

by IBBW. At . that time the District took the position that it had not agreed 
. . 

to recognize A TU as· the representative of the its rail maintenance . . 
employees and. the dispute wns submitted. to an arbitrator for decision,6 . . . 

. .

.. 

, 

6 The matter was nr~ltrntcd on!Y aflcr A Tu obtained 11. court order compelling 
the District to submit the rccognhlon issue. to arbitration. As a result, the 
arbltr.atlon hearings were not convened until August, 1990, and the 
arbitration award Itself did not issue until, June 10, 1991', when negotiations 
for the current 91-94 agreement were already under way, 
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Meanwhile,. beginning in October, 1989, the District began hiring 

employees in the classifications sought herein. Because of the on-going 

labor dispute these employees were unrepresented. Their initial terms 

and conditions of employment were either unilaterally determined by the 

District or were set through ·individual negotiations between the employee 

and the 'District's personnel depnrtment.7 It was on August 22, 1990, 

during the non-contract period, more specifically , when the IBEW ·filed the. 

instant petitio.n to represent the rail maintenance employees. 8 

• 

• 

•• 

Thereafter, on June 10, 1991, Arbitrator Philip Tamoush issued a 

decision and award. He found that the District had agreed to .recognize the 

ATU as the exclusive collective bargaining .rep:resentative of "all current. 
. ' . ' 

and future rail and metro rail employees" and he ordered the District to 

negotiate with the ATU over their specific terms and conditions' of 
' ' ' I I 

employment. The District .subsequently · compliC:d w~th ·the Tnmoush award . 

and agreed to recognize the ATU as ·the representative of the rail 

maintenance employees 

-
at issue here. On Septem~er 2, 1991, that 

agreement was formali~ed. ··as part of the current collective bargaining . 
agreement, (ATU Ex. 1), which incorporated these employees into the 

existing ATU unit. 

, 

. . 

7 This "non-contrnct" period cnme to n close 'in 1991, nfter the arbitration 
nword 'issued, when the ATU and District entered Into an agreement 
pursuant to which, these employees were folded Into the existing ATU unit. 

8 Due to a procedural defect the. petition was re-filed on Febmocy 6, 1991, and' 
again on March 5, 1991, nt the request of t~e Servic.;. The unit sought In 
the, original petitions consisted of "Signals·. Division, Traction Motor . 
Division, Truck Division, Rail Equipment Molntennnce Specialists,· and Rail· 
Equipment Maintennnce Assistants", As port of the amendment described 
in footnote 1, supra, tho job titles In the petitioned-for unit were changed 
to reflect the titles then In use, · · 

6 .•. 
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III 

THE ALLEGED BARS TO CQNSIDERATIQN OF THE PETITION 
The ATU argues that consideration of this petition is barred, by: 

· (1) ·the amendment adding the Red Line employees to· the 

petitioned-for unit; 

(2) both the 1988-1991. nnd. 1991'-1994 collective bargaining 

agreements; ani!, 

.(3) the 13(c) agreement. 

Each objection will' be considered in tum. 
•.' 

·A. The Amendment Adding Jhe Red Line emp!oyeey, .. 
The ATU argues .that adding the Red Line employees to the unit 

sought enlarges the size and character of· the Unit such that, for contract 

bar purposes, the filing date should be April 8, 1992,. (the date of the 

amendment) and not the original filing date of August 22, 1!1!10 (or 
. ' 

February 6, or March 5,' 1991). If this argument prevails the petition 

wc)uld be. barred. by the· current collective bargaining agreement. 

In Deluxe Metal .- Furniture Company (1958) 121 NLRB 995, the 
. 

NLRB held that w!1en a petition is amended, if the employers and the · . 

operations or employees involved were contemplated under the original 

petition, and ~he amendment does not substantially enlarge the. character 

or s\ze of tli~ unit or the number of employees covered, the filing. date of 

the original petition is. controlling. Beca~se the District had· not begun 

staffing . the Red Line nt the time the petition was filed, the employees 
. • ! • 

added through the amendment could· not. have been specifically included in 

the originally requested unit. . However, .since the amendment involves. the 

same employer and the identical job classifications, it, can reasonably be 

said that the· additional employees were contemplated . by the original . 
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petition under Peluxe Metal, supra. Moreover, the amendment resulted in 

the addition. o~ a relatively small number of employees (29) to a ~nit of 

approximately 80 employees. In these circumstances it is found that the 

. amendment did not substantially alter the character or .size of the unit 'so 

as to make the date of the amendment controlling9. 

• 

· ··B. The Contract Bnr Contentions 

In ·order for there to be a contract blir to an election peti~i~n there 

must exist. ·a written, signed contract setting fo!th the terms and ~onditions · 

Of the employe~s in the proposed unit.. Appalachian ·Shale Products, .121. 

NLRB 1160; Southern. California Gas Company, 178 NLRB 607 •. The contract 

must contain substantial terms a~d conditions ~f empioyment sufficient ~0 
stabilize the bargaining relationship. .Appalachian Shale. sup~~. 

. 

In the instant case, the Arbitrator. found only that during the 1988 
• 

negotiations the District . had. . agreed to recognize the A:rtf as .the collective
' 

bargaining representativ~ o.f the rail' mainte~artce .employees and that · 

their specific terms and conditions of empl?yme~t were to . be negotiated .at 

 .. a later date. He specifically .- rejected ATI.i's contention that there had been 

an agreement to ·apply that con.tract to the rail maintenance employees. 

An agreement to recognize does not constitute a collective bargaining 

 
' 

• 

·

9 It· is further noted thnt under Section 11204 of the NLRB Representation 
Case Handling Mnnunl, Hearing OCflccrs nrc authorized ·to grant . 
amendments to petitions made during hearings. If nn amendment is mode 
nt the hearing, nnd ·It is· concluded that it radically nlters the ch.nrnctcr of 
the petition, the Hearing OCflcer has the discretion to adjourn the hearing 
If he or she determines that due process considerations require that the· 
opposing panics be afforded additlona~ time to prepare their cases. As 
:discussed above, however, the amendment nt issue hsre did not represent a 
"radical'· change" of the petition. Moreover,, the opposing paf\les had ample 
time to prepare or .. adjust the presentation of their cnses In light of the 
amendment, given the fact that, panty because of the amendment having 
been made, the hearing was adjourned for approximately four months in 
order to permit the ATU to pursue nn Article XX proceeding under the 
AFL/CJO Constitution. · • 

8 
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agreement: Such agreement cannot stabilize- the collective bargaining 

relationship·. since terms and conditions of employment lire. not specifically 

~ta ted. As noted above, the 1988 A TU contract did not contain any 

provisions gov~rnin~ the employment terms ~nd conditions of the 

employees· in the proposed unit ·because none had been hired in 1988 

when 'the agreement was negotiated and signed, The 1988 -agreement 

Cl!nnot, therefore, net as a bar to the. ·instant petiti'on. · 

• · 

• 

It is _c,ontended that the 1988 agreement bars the petition because it 

at .least "partially" covered the employees in the proposed unit as provided 

in section 15805(a) of the Service's regulationsiO, The 1988 contract 

contains no provisions covering these employees in whole or in part. 

Accordingly, it cannot serve as a bar to a lawfully filed petition by a rival' . . 
union seeking to represent those employees, Under the National Labor · 

., 
Relations Act "pre-hire" agreements, entered into before an employer bas 

' any employe_es in the proposed unit, cannot net ns a bar to an oth.erwise 

valid election petition. Western Freight Association, 172 NLRB 303; 

General Extrusion Company, 121 NLRB 1165. · . . - ... . . 
C. The l3(c). Agreement ' .•• 1· 

For these same reasons the 13(c) agreement does not bar the 

petition~ . That agreement was nothing more than n -promise by the District 

t,o give ATU unit employees n placement prefere~ce. when and if rail 

maintenance employees· were hired. Executed ·in 1981 and reaffirme~. in 

1984, the 13(c) agreement did . not, . and could not, have .specified, either in . . ' 

whole or "in part,!' \he terms and conditions of employment_ for .a group of 

employees who were_ hired almost seyen .years lltter. · f'or ihese reasons, 

and contrary to ATU's contention, the 13(c) agreement wns not a col!ecdve 

• I 0 8 CPlifomin Code or RegUlations section' 1 SSOS(a), 
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. bargaining agreement viz n viz the employees in the unit sought herein. 

and it cannot serve ns .a lawful basis upon which to bar the IBEW's 

petition., II 

• 

• 

• 

· The 1991:1994 collective bargaining agreement between. the. ATU 

and the District cannot ba:r the .Petition either, ·This is because that 

agreement· was signtld in September, 1991, several iri.o~ths .nfw: the 

IBEW's resubmitted petition had. been accepted by the Service. Under the 

NLRA a c'cillective bargaining agreement entered Into after the filing of a 

valid representation petition cannot serv.e as. a bar to the petition. ~ 

Employees Association Cif San Frnncis.co, 150 NLRB 143. Accordingly, ATU's. 

contention that the 1991 contract is a bar is rejected as well. 

Having concluded that the representation petition is not barred, I 

now proceed to discuss the appropriate unit/accretion issue. .u 

IV . 

THE APPROPRIATE UNIT ·' 

A. The District's Orgnnizntion Structure 

The record reflects thnt the District has. three major departments, 
.~ 

each one with a director and .two assistant directors. · These are 

Transportation, Equipment Maintenance and Facilities. Maintenance.· All 

I 1 In addition to the reasons discussed above, the recognition agreement and 
the !3(o) agreement do not bar the petition for nnother reason. Under 
Section 8(n)(2) of the LMRA it is unlawful for an empl'oyer to extend, and 
for. the labor orgnniz~tlon. to accept, recognition in the absent;e of a 
showing that the union represents a majority of the employees in the unit,' 
There is no evidence that iln:£. of the employees in the unit sought here, 
much less a majority o( them, had ·expressed a desire to be represented by 
the ATU in any. manner at the time these agreements were signed, Nor 
could there be any· such evidence since, as noted, no rail maintenance 
employees had been hired at the time these agreements. were reached. · 
Therefore, neither the recognition agreement nor tho 13(c) agreement can 
act as a bar. . · . 

I 2 The conclusions reached regnrd!ng the contract bar issue would be the 
same whether the petition is deemed officially filed on August 22, 1990, 
February 6, 1991, or March 5, 1991 • 

10 
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• 
drivers and train operators are part of the transportation department. In 

the case o~ the Facilities nnd Equipment Maintenance Departments th~ 

record reflects that their Directors, nssistnnt directors and most first and 

in terme~~ate levef ~upervisors have responsibilities encompassing both 

bus and and rail operations. 

The Equipment Maintenance Department ov~rsees the maintenance 

and repafr ·of all revenue service vehicles, i.e., ·motor coaches (or ·buses)· 

nnd rail ·cars, from repair facilities scattered throughout its area of 

operation. Although some of .these repair facilities are dedicat~d only to 

rail operations, the overwhelming maj orjty of these locations service both 

bus and rail'· operations.. There is no separate rail equipment ·maintenance 

department. In this regard it is noted that the District maintains a Central 

Maintenance Facility (CMF) from which. major bus and rail vehicle .. overhaul 

and rebuilds are performed. AJ~o .at CMF all vehicle painting is performed 

. (bus and .rail), as is all . procurement and war~housi~g .for the bu,s' and. rail 

systems. CMF also contains a materials dispatch center supportinll l)oth 

bus and rail maintenance .- operations. The record niflects that alf 

equipment used in .mil is machined at CMF by ATU unit employees.· 

· · 

• 

• 

. ~ .. , . 

The Facilities' Maintenance Department includes' o~ildlngs, grounds, 
' ., . . . 

landscaping, bus stop and rail station ~ign painting, . -terminals, layovers for 
. 

bus .stations, and overhead wire maintenance as well as track maintenance 

and station maintenance work 
' .. oper~itions, : . for rail. All maintenance . ' 

whether bus or rail, . are the resp_onsibility ·of the Facilities Maintenance 

Department Director who bas supervisory authority ovor all but two of the 
•. 0 • 

classifi.caiions at issue in this proceeding.·. They have been part. of the 

Facilities Maintenance Department since 1989 • 
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• 
·Under section 30000; et. seq. of the Public Utilities Code~it is 

contemplated that the District will operate bus and rail systems. The 

record further reflects that. since at least the late 1960's it has been 'District 

pollcy to develop an integrated bus and rail system (designated as a 

Uniform Integrated Multi-Modal System), involving 'trolley coaches, light 

rail vehicles (sucn as the Blue Line) and heavy rail (such as the ·Red 

. Line).13 

Schedulin~ .. for both bus and rail are made by employees in the same 

department, Operations Planning. In establishing the Blue Line and 

developing lis train scliedules, the District extensively considered· e..-isting 

bus system routes and operations." In this regard it is noted thai, in order 

·to .avoid 'service duplication, over 60 different bus Jines were modified, 

truncated or even dropped altogether after the .Blue Line became 

operational; ani:! that it Is anticipated that ·similar changes in bus routes 

will o~cur when the Red Line comes on line in early 1993 .. As a result of 

this coordination, ,bus ridership has decreased on certain routes as patron~ 

. substitute light rail· service instead. Additionally it is noted that all District 

maps inci~de both bus; ;nd ·r~il. routes and th~t .bY making one telephone 

call, customers receive information about both bus and rail schedules and 

. connections. 

• 

• 

The record .further reflects that the District maintains a uniform · 

system-wide hiring sys~em pursuant to which all job applicants, whether 

from within or outside an existing bargaining· unit; must pass a .written 

examination and . a qualification appraisAl interv.iew before being hired. 
;. 

1 3 Sec District Exhlb.lt 6; In · addition ·to the foregoing, evidence was lmroduccd 
establishing· that it 'Is the Dlstrict's·. ·intention to eventually integrate a new 
trolley coach system Into the existing light rail, heavy· rail ·and bus systems • 
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Employees accrue seniority in· two different ways: on a departmental 

basis (facilities maintenance department, equipment maintenance 

depart~ent, etc.), nnd on n District-wide,, or overall basis. Some personnel 

decisions, such as ce,rtain promotional decisions and work shift 

preferences, .are determined by departmental seniority. Othl)rs, such .. as 

v.acation ·accrual, are goverried by the employee's total length of 

employment with the District, without regard to the depnrtment(s) in 

which ·he or she may have worked. Significantly, departmental seniority is 

not broken down into sub-categories of "bus" and "rail" seniority dates. · An 

 employee's departmental seniority date· would, if applicable, include 
' ' ' 

 periods when they performed both bus maintenance and rail maintenance 

work. Thus, for example, seniority for· an employee· in the Facilities 

Maintenance department would include periods when that· employee . ·-. . 
worked in an ATU classifiCation· on the bus side, ~s well as any period 

worked on the 'rail side within that deportment." ,Employees acquire a ·new 

seniority date only when they move from a facilities .maintenance to an 

 ,equipment mainienanee· .-position, or vice versa. . 

.

' '

· .

B. the Emplgyees In the Proposed Unit, 

(1) Maintenance Specialist 
.. ""'' .. 

The Maintenance· Specialists are ·tocated within 'the Equipment 

Maintenance :Oepnrtment; They are primarily responsible for diagnosing 

rail car vehicle malfunctiorts, determining. their probabie cause, 'and 

making th~ necessary repairs to ~h.~ rail car systems ·and. subsystems• 

They also test· newly .acquired equipment, .respond to system emergencies, 
, 

and overhaul ·and tune traction power motors. Significantly, the record 
c . 

reflects that severn! employees who were formerty classified as 

"Mechanics," an ATU unit classification, transferred io become Maintenance 
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• 
Specialists and that employees in both classifications work with virtually 

the same tools. · . Thus, in ~erforming th~ir mechanic duties, A, TIJ unit 

employees develop the skills nnd experience· which qualifies them for the 

position of Maintenance Sp~cialist. . t 

(2) Maintenance Assistants 

The Maintenance Assistants ar~ also situated. within the Equipment 

Maintenance Department, Their primary 4uty is to clean the interior and 

exterior of· the rail cars using high pressure steam, hot water or air · 

pressure. The record reflects that -several Maintenance Assistants were 

. formerly bus system Service Attendants where they cleaned buses using 

virtually. the same equipment and ·processes they now use on the light rail 

vehicles. In addition, the Maintenance Assistants sweep and mop the 

ly,!aintenance shop, the pits,. offices, yard areas and restrooms, ,work .which 
. . ' 

is also very similar to the duties they performed on the bus side. . In . ' 

addition, and to a· lesser degree, they may operate· non-revenue vehicles. 

(cars and pickup~) in support of the maintenance operations, or load and, 

. unload .supplies and other. materials. 
' 

• 

· 
~ 

• 

(3) Tr~ction Power .. Inspectors 

The Traction Power Inspectors are located within the Facilities 

Maintenance Department. They maintain the overhead wire on the Blue 

Line and the electric third rail on the Red Line. In this regard they inspect, 

test, install, maintain, replace and repair a wide range of electrical power 

equipment, including. distribution systems, overhead catenary systems, 

contact rail, transformers, nnd dirc;ct current switch gear. They also 
, 

respond to equipment failures, determine. their cause and restore the 

equipment to service, The record reflects that approximately 8 of· the 22 

Traction Power Inspectors currently empl_oyed by the District transferred 
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over from positions in the ATU e:dsting unit, (primarily the Electrician 

clnssifkntion), ·during the non-contract period, Because the kno111ledgc and 
•' . 

skills they developed as A TU Electricians qualified them for positions as 

Traction Power Inspectors, these formerly ATU unit members did ·not 
.. . 

receive any addi tiona! training or instruction beyond that given to ihc 

Traction Power Inspectors hired from outside the District during the non

contract period. Traction Power Inspectors carry radios which are 

maintained and repaired at CMF by A TU unit employees, Finally,. it is 

noted that.. the Traction ·Power Inspectors work· out of Vernon Yard, a 
' . . ' 

repair facility where several ATU t:lnssifications, including for. example the . . . 

 Electronic Communication Technicians or . ECTs, 
. 

work. . · · 

(4) Rail Electronic; Communication Tu"spe9tor. 

The Rail· Electronic Communication Inspectors come within. the . ' 
Facilities Maintenance Department. They repai.I· and .Jl!.aintain 'electl'onlc 

equipment used in the District's rail operations, including ticket vending 

m.achines, public address equipment, ·voice and data communication 

. devices, intercom, fiber optic; 
~ 

CATV, CCTV, security alarm, . fire ci.etection . 
and s\lppression, .digital. microwave ani! cof!lputer systems·. Although the ,, 
Rail Electronic Communication Inspectors work exclusively on rail 

operations, because the "District operates. an integrated communications 

systetn, most of the equipment the RECis work on also support bus 

operations.- Additionally." there is one supervisor for both bus ~nd rail . . 
communication employees, It is a.lso noted that should they be unable to 

repair a piece of communications ·equipment, the RECis take the eq\llpment 
.' . ' , 

to CMF where . ATU-represented ECTs repair them. Five of the current 
. 

RECis were formerly ECTs, and two of them transferred over to thei~ 
' . 

' 
current position during "the non-contract. period. Further, it is .noted that 

• 

• 

· . 

. 
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training and experience 'developed by these employees as ECTs wns 

transferable io their current position ns Rai.l Electroni!) Com~unlcation 
Inspectors. Finally, the record reflects that the RECI's have very little, if 

·any, contact witl\ employees in the other classifications sought through this 

petition. · 

(5) Sj gnnl Tnspecton 

The Signal Inspectors come within .the Facilities Maintenance 

Department:·: ... They are responsible for inspecting,· testing, nnd performing 

corrective and preventive maintenance on wayside· and audio signals, 
'. 

·traffic control and automatic train control devices, grade c~ossing 

protection devices, switch nnd relay equipment, and electro-mechanical 

signal devices. They report for work at Vemon Yard. 

.(6) Irack Inspectors . ' 
' The Track Inspectors are locrited within· the Facilities Maintenance 

Department. " They are responsible {or repairing and maintaining the tracks 

on wtlic~. the trni~·s run. In this regard they. supervise the installation 'and 

repair of the track and ~,?'itches by the track· crews, lind. they identify 

faulty track and other related .. maintenance problems. They alSo report for 

work at Vemon Yard. 

· . ,

C. The Role of ATU nnjt employees in the District's Rail .

Operations. 

 

In addition· t<i the examples described in the precediJ,lg sect!aJ;l, the 

record reflects thnt from the time ~he District began prepnrations to bring 

the Blue . Line system into operntion, ATU unit employees in many . . different 
, 

classificatfons have· ·played a significant supporting role in the D~~trlct's rnil 
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-operations. 14 The same is true for the- Red Line which will begin· 

operations in 1993. 

Thus, for instance, ATU cab~net makets, who maintain doors, 

tabletops . and counters, also perform this work for the District's rail 

facilities •. ATU camera· operators, who work in the District's sign s~op; 

produce signs for both bus and rail operations. . ATU-represented · Digital 

System Techniciims and Digital Technicians pedorm. work on computer 

systems for both bus and rail operations. 

Also, ATU Electi:icians and Electrician Helpers, who maintain v~hic.Ie 

support maintenance 'equipment, (hoists, cranes,· rail car and bus. washes) . ~ . '. 

and ·install lighting and' power systems, also perform work on th!l cranes 

used to lift rail cars and buses for repairs. .The record· reflects' that . ' 

currently three of these. ·el~ctrlcians are assigned to work on the' ·Red Line, .. . ,. 
where they maintain hoists, lighting and power systems and generally 

troubleshoot the equipment. ATU l~cksmiths, working out of CMF, repair 

and replace locks anywh~re .in the system; including rail facilities. ATU. 

millwrights perform "truing" ... work on the rail cars, grinding the to . ' 
~heels . . . ·. 

mntch a certain profile. on the light.rail tra~k. Power Yard Sweepers, 

represented by the ATU, use power equipment to sweep out district 

facilities such as parking lots at both rail and bus locations. 

. -
· . 

Ad~itionally, the record establishes that ATU Air Conditioning: 

Techni~ians respond to problems related to the .air conditioning ·In· both bus 

and rail facilities. ATU Plumbers perform work at all District facilities, 

both bus nnd rail. The District's microwave communications system, which 
' 

interfa~es and controls communications on a District-wide. 
. 

basis, 1s· ·· 
' ' 

maintained and repaired by System Electronic Communications . 

... 

• 14 This· Includes periods before, duri~g nnd nfter the non·contrnct period. 
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Technicians, nn ATU classification. The record also establishes that ATU 

Machinists were involved in performing some of the design and 

modification work on approx:imately 40 rail pnnogrnphs, (the poles that 

protrude, from the light rail cars and connect· ·them to the electrified 

overhead wires), before these were cleared for revenue generating use. In· 

addition, these same Machinists also maintain and repair the hydrol!c' lift~ 

used to raise the light rail vehicles for maintenance and repair in the shop;.· 

A TU meciu~nics and other classifications perform repairs on rail-related 

equipment ·at the. _request of the Maintenance Specialists. 
I 
' 

The District employs "two individuals designated as Facilities 

Inspectors·.ls Although thes.e employees are part of the ex:isting ATU unit, 

they work ex:clusively on rail operations under the jurisdiction of the 

Facilities Maintenance Department. There is one Facilities In~pector for 

each rail system, i.e. one for the Blue Line an4 one for the Red' Line. They 

are primarily responsible for maintaining the buildings and· grounds at 

each rail station. In this regard they perform general maintenance and 

repair work· such as ·maintaining the non-electtonic parts of irrigation 
~ . 

·systems, making repairs on walls .and on broken water lines, putti~g up 

signs, repairing loose or broken tile and sealing concrete. In order to 

perform some of the more complex repai~ tasks, the Facilities Inspectors 

will, . from tlme to time, require the assistance of A TU electricians·. In 

addition, they will also occasionally work with the Pro;perty Maintainers, 

. 

 .. ·

.1.5 The IBEW ,pethion does· not Include the Facilities ln~pectors. However, at 
the hearing, the IBEW Indicated that they would not, object to the Inclusio
of Facilities Inspectors in the petitioned-for. unit In the event It is 
determined they share a ·SufOclent community of Interest with the 
"employees· In the classifications ·sought. However, given the fln.al 
conclusions reached herein with regard to the legal relationship between 
the existing ATU unit and the petitioned-for unit, a specific finding 
concerning "the unit placement of ·the Facilities "Inspectors Is unnecessary 

n 

· 

. 
. ' 
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an ATU classification, who are responsible for building maintenance on the 

bus side of the District's operations. 16 

D. Employee Interchange 

As ·iliscussed supra, under the 13(c) agreement the District.·.· 

committed to give ATU unit employees a· preference in. hiring for rail · 

positions. · The .record reflects that the District li~ed up to its part of the 
. ' . . 

bargain by .transferring a number of ATU unit employees into the 

clnssificlltions sought "here during and. after the non-contract period. (See, 

e.g;, the discussion above concerning ·Maintenance Specialists, Maintenance 

Assistants, Rail Electronic Communication· . Inspectors, and Traction . P~we~ 
Inspectors). In addition: to'. the examples cited above, several other 

examples of employee interchange bear note, 
' 

For instance, with respect to the Red· Line, ·although most of the 
' • ' 'I• 

employees initially hired to staff it were formerly Blue Line employees, 

several employees. transfe~ted to W?rk on the Red Une .directly from A TU 

bus systems classifications. (See e.g;· A TU. Exhibit :S 1 showing that at l~ast 

three. Electricians and two Property Maintainers ·transferred directly from 
.~ 

nry AT'll classification on the bus side directly to the Red Line). Also, the 

record further reflects that nt least one Track Inspector and one Signal 

Inspector. ·transferred from ATU positions on the bus side directly tC? ·the 

Red Line. 

v. 
THE PETITIONED-FOR UNIT CQNSTITIJU!S AN 

ACC&ETION TO THE pXlSTING ATU-REPEESENTEPI!NIT . 

. Under the ."LMRA accretions to an . establisned bargaining un.it . are . 
~egarde~ .. as additions to the unit and· therefore as part of it. Employees 

!6 It Is noted lhnt both Facilities Inspectors previously worked ns Property 
Mnlntalncrs. 
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found to have been accreted into an existing bargaining unit are not 

accorded n self-determination election. The Goodyenr Tjre nnd Rubber Co. 

~-;' 147 NLRB 1.233, A petition for certification of a group of employees 

found to be nri ·accretion is dismissed. Granite City Steel Company, 137 

NLRB 209. 

. In determining whether a group of employees constitutes an. 

·accretion to an e<eisting unit, the NLRB examines several factors, including 

but not· ·.l!rnited to; the degree of employee interchange, the commonality of 

supervision and ~imilarity of conditions of employment, the similarity of 

job classifications, the functional integration of the units, their geographic 

proximity, the role the new employees play in the operations of the 

existing unit, the degree to which the two groups share a community of 

interest, bargaining history and the similarity of skills and education .. 
between the two groups of employees . 

Based on· the record as li whole as detailed above, it is concluded that 

the petitioned-for unit is not· appropriate for collective_ bargaining 

.. purposes and that the employees sought constitute an accretion to the 
: .... . 
eldsting ATU-represented unit. These employees are, therefore, a part of 

that unit. . In. reaching this conclusion several factors bear note, m·ost_ 

significant among them the high degree of functional, operational, l!nd 

organizational integration of the District's bus and rail ·operations. Thus,· 

the Di~trict has established an Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System, 

which incorporates bus; light rail~. ~nd heavy rail systems into one, 

coordinated transit system. Rail arid· bus timetables are coordinated to 
' ' , . 

avoid service· duplication, the existence of. the Blue Line has caused the 

District to modify, truncate or eliminate over 60 diffei'\mt bus lines and 

ridership on certain bus lines has decreased as ridership on the Blue Line ·• 

20 . 
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• has increased, All .District maps include bus and· rail. ~ystems and with one 

phone call :Patroris. can receive information con~erning both bus .ana rail 

lines. 

It is further noted that the District's organizational structure does not 

include separate bus :a.nd·rai! divisions. ·Two of the. Dishlct's major . 

divisions; ·Facilities .Maintenance and Equipment MaintenJ!nce, each headed 

by a department head, simultaneously · sl!pport and are 'responsible for 

both bus and rail operations, . . As detailed above at pps, 10-12, the District 
. ' .. ·. . 

operates one primary m~intenance facility, (CMF),. where repairs are made · .· 

on equipment used in both bus and rail openitions. Moreover, ~mployees 

in ATU classifications have always played' a criti~al support role in the 
. . 

District's rail operations, before, during and after the so-called' non-

contract period. Significantly, several ATU-represented employees. (for 
. . . .-

instance Facilities Inspectors and Red Line Electricians) work exclusively 

on rail operations .. 

• 

There is substantially C!Jmmon supervision between the emplo~ees 

. :·in the .petitioned-for unit~ and those in the .existing units. Thus, because of 

the high' d'egree of oper~·tionnl int~grntion, . with only. a few excep.tlons, the 

first line supervisors of the r.ail mnintepance employees in the petitioned

Jar unit also supervise ATU-represented bus maintenance employees; at 

the higher supervisory levels there is total common supervision between 

these two grou'l's· 

·In addition,- the· two groups .or employees possess similar skills as 

establish~d by the fact that' a number of _employees in A TU classifications . 
. 

(for instance Electronic Communication Technicians 
. . 

and Electricians) 

developed skills and experience ·in those positions which qualified them for 

positions in classifications in the requested unit. Because of this similarity • 

21 
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in skills and experience, the record establishes that there is a. significant 

degree of interchange between the two groups of employees as reflected 

by the number of employees who trnnsferred into positions in the 

petitioned-for unit directly ·from ATU unit positions. Moreover, employees 

in the two .units ~~me into frequent contact with each other, not only at 

CMF where . .rail maintenance employees deliver equipment to employees in 

ATU classifications for repair, but also throughout rail system facilities 

where· emp!~yees in ATU classifications are called upon to perform a 

variety of repair and. maintenance tasks. (See pages 16-19 above), In the. 

circumstances of this case, and contrary to the IBEW's contention, the 

evidence is overwhelming that the employees in the petitioned-for unit 

are not su£.ficiently separate .and distinct to properly constitute a separate 

appropriate unit. The same functional integration and employee .. 
. interchange· factors which were pivotal to the certification of a combined 

bus and rail maintenance unit in 1958 are present today and argue very 

strongly in favor of the accretion finding reached herein, '• 

In support of its contention ... that the petitioned-for . . unit is 

appropriate, the IBEW contends that. these employees. ·share simil.ar skills, 

duties and working conditicms. . While knowledge of electronics is a 

desirable qualification for most of the classifications sought, the record 

reflects, .and the IDEV:/ concedes, that such . knowledge is not a prerequisite . 
for all classifications in the proposed unit.. Thus, .. for example, . Maintenance 

Assistants, whose primary job is to clean and 'wash the rail cars, do not 
' . ' • I ,I ' • ' 

work at all with any electrical systems. . Moreover, a!th.ough the iBEW has 
. . . , 

gone to great pains in an attempt to establish that the .employees in the 
. . 

requested unit possess rather sophisticated 'and higijly specialized 

knowledge of electrical systems and components, the record reflects • 

(• 
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otherwise. First, it is noted that not an· the employees in the proposed unit 

work with direct current. For instance, Track Inspect~rs, Maintenance 

Specialists, and Maintenance ·Assistants, do ·not work with direct current. 

Additionally, an IBEW 'w~tness admitted that several employees have been 

hired to work in classifications in the proposed unit (including employees 

hired froin .outside sources ns. well as employees -who trans{erred over . 

from ATU unit classifications) with no experience working with. electrical 

systems. They received a brief peripd 
- . of orientation or of on~.the-job . . 

training before being considered fit to work on their own. Moreover; ns ·. 

stated above, the· record reflects that A TU -represented employees, 

(Mechanics, Electricians, System Electronic Communication Technicians, 

Digital Technicians Property Mnintainers, Electricians Helpers),. have· · 

always worked on electrical components assoc~ated with the op.ei'atlon of 

the Dis\I'ict's rail and bus systems. The similarity in the skills and 

knowledge of electrical systems and components possessed by these ATU 

unit employees, and the skills and knowledge of the employees in the . 

. ,proposed unit explains ~by· employees in these electronic-related ATU job 

· clnssifi~~tions have transferred into positions ·in the proposed unit and are 

;1ble to perform the work competently with little or no additional. training. 

This evidence seriously undercut the contention that the employees in the 

proposed unit possess so unique and distinct a set of electronic-related 

skills as to justify .n separate unii,t7 

· . 

· 

1 7 The fact that the District conducted a natlo~wide search to fill some 
positions in' the proposed unit and has offered emplpyees n monetary 
reward for referring .successful candidates to. some or these jobs does not 
alter this conclusion, Richard Runt, the District's assistant director of 
Facilities Maintenance, testified that there arc several ATU Electricians 
who possess the· knowledge imd e~perlence necessary to perfonn the duties 
of a Traction Power Inspector, for instance, but who for reasons· of 
personal preference chose not to apply for these positions, Thus, contrary, 

· 
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• Neither can a separate rail maintenance be justified by the 

supervisory structure under which these employees work. As noted, the 

District does not . have n separate Rail Maintenance Department. Therefore, . . 
seniority is accrued on n departmental, rather· than on a "bus or ral! work" 

basis. Both bus and rail maintenance operations are the responsibility of 

the Facilities and Equipment. Maintenance Department Managers. 

Additionally, the common supervision of bus and rail maintenance 

employees"is riot limited to the higher echelons of the District's 

organizational· structure. Although there is a separate first line supervisor 

for. most of the classifications .in the proposed unit, above. that first level ali 

the employees in the proposed unit work under the d!rection of managers 

and superVisors who are responsible for both bus and rail operations. 

Sim!larly unavailing. is the contentton that. the employees in the 

proposed unit wprk in close geographic proximity witli each other so as to 

justify a separate unit. Although this appears to be true of the Traction 

Power Inspectors, Track Inspectors and Signal Inspectors who spend ·a 

considerable amount of _Jime working ~ogethe± out. in the field responding 

to overhead wire and track propulsion problem~. such is not the case with 

the other employees in the ,vroposed unit. Thus, for example, there is 

substantial evidence· establishing that the Maintenance Specialists and 

Maintenance Assistants have very little contact with. the other employees 
. ' 

in the· proposed unit, Similarly; because they work primarily on radios and 

other communications' .equipment. \lnd do not work out on the tracks 

themselves, the record· i:eflects that. Rail Electronic Communication 
, 

• 

• 
to the IBEW's contention, the nationwide search and the referral reward 
nrc not Indications that ATU unit employees are not qualified to work In the 
classlflcations ot Issue. The record evidence suggests that tho opposite Is 
true, 

· 
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Inspectors have virtually_ no contact with the other employees in the 

proposed unit.. Moreover, the significant involvement .of ATU unit 

employees in the District's rail operations . . necess.nrlly results in very 

fre_quent and recurring contact between A TU unit employees and 

employees in the proposed unit, This · sig!lificant degree of contact 

undermines the IBEW's argument 'that geographic location considerations 

support a finding that the proposed unit is appropriate. . 

It is argued that the IBEW-proposed unit is appropriate Qecause 9r 
the manner in which the wage and benefit package was determined during

the non·-contract peiiod. Whatever strength this fact iniglit ha~e -added to 

the IBEW's position herein is undermined .by the fact that ·the record is 

devoid of any evidence that there was anything distinct_ or .unique about 

the manner .. in which these employees were· paid,· Rather, tho record 
' ' ' 

reflects that since the employees in these classifications were 

unrepresented during this period; their wage and benefit package was· 

determined in accordance with the policies and procedures outlined in. the 

. ,District's Non-Contract E.!!lployee Handbook, (~BEW Ex. 40), a compendium 

of- personnel rules. and policies that apply 'to all unrepresented employees. ,.

Thus, during the non-contract period the employees in the proposed unit 

were subject to the same set of rules that governed . the working conditions 

of several hundred other non-unio~ District employees. ~o wage and 

benefit package solely applicable 'to rail maintenance employees ~~er 
. existed, Although it is conceded that this was not the manner in which . ' . 

A TU unit employees were paid during that time, this difference was 
, 

temporary. When the record here is viewed as a whole, the overWhelming 

weight of the evidence supports a finding that the employees in . the 

proposed unit represent an addition .to the A TU unit. 

 

 . 

.• 
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As correctly noted by the ATU and the District, under California law 

the Southern· Cal~fomin Rapid Transit District is a public utility.· (See P.U.C. 

Code Section 30000 et. seq.). Under the LMRA, system-wide units are 

regarded as opiimum in public utilities, precisely because of the i~tegrated 

and interdependent nature of the services they perform,tS, see.~ 

England Telephone and Telegraph, 242 NLRB 940; Colorado Interstate Gns 

Company, ·202 .NLRB 847, and in public transportation systems in . 

particular, St. Louis Public Service. 77 NLRB 749. All the necessary factors 

regarding . co)Ilmon supervision, interchange, contact, similarity of s.kills, 

etc., are present in the record herein 19 to conclusively. establish that there 

should be one overali maintenance unit. These were ihe same factors 

which· led the Service to find appropriate and certify an· overall 

maintenance unit in 1958. Essentially, all that has· h~ppened here is that, 
. . ' 

as a result of the District's resumption of rail service,· _the exis.~ng ATU 

maintenance unit has. expanded and now includes the employees engaged 

in .. rail maintenance. Nothing less, nothing more. The_ IDEW's attempt to . 

:·I 8 Significantly, both· -the .T:Jalted Transportation Union, which represents the 
bus and train operators, and the Transportation · and Communications 
Union, which represents cleric&~ and janitorial cmploye_es, do so on a . 
system-wide basis, . 

19 The IBEW contends that the the appropriate unit dctermlno!lon should be 
limited to an examination of the facts as they existed during the so-called 
non-contract period. it is arguable that such an analytipal approach may 
be appropriate with respect· to the Blue Line system since. the petition was 
filed during the period the District was gearing up to bogln operations on 
that .line. The lBEW correctly notes that post-petition changes adopted by 
on employer should generally not be considered in makln'g unit · 
determinations. However, as discussed in more detail In section IV above, 
factors relating to the Integration 'o~ the District's operations, common 
supervision, nnd employee Interchange and contact were present to a . 
sufficient degree during the non-contract period so ,that the result reached 
herein would be the snmc even If only that, period Is considered. Moreover, 
such a 'llmitntlon could not be observed ns to tho R.ed Line Inasmuch as · · 
staffing of that sysiem began after the petition was filed thereby 
necessitati_ng tho consideration of post petition events. These factors also . 
support the conclusion that the petitioned-for unit Is not appropriate for 
colle~tivo bargaining purposes. 
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break off a fraction of the employees engaged in rail maintenance for the 
' 

purpose of .. assembling them into a 
' 

~eparate group is an. artificial construct, 

·inconsistent not only with .the District's organizational and opernti'onal 

structure,20 but also with established community of interest principles 

developed under the LMRA and as applied in the public utility industry. 

To the ·contrary, the record clearly demonstrate that these employe!l& 

share a strong community of interest with the employees in tho existing 

AW unit so as to compel a finding that they should accreted into that unit. 

Had the employees in this unit existed at the tinie ~he unit was orlgindly 

certified they definitely would have been included in one overall 

mairitenaiice unit. , (See Radio Gm:porntion of Jl.merjca, .supra, "(~ccretion 

found where employees .in question would have ~een irichided if t~eir 

classifications h~;~d been in existence at the time of the original ·proceeding 

and certification.") 
. '''· 

The IBEW's contention that the propose~ unit is riot· an accretion to 

the· existing unit fails for severn!· reasons. First, since the proposed unit Is 

not appropriate for coll,!!,ctive bargaining purpos~s, ,the cases reli.ed upon· 

by the IBEW,. and. which purport to stand for the proposition that an , ... 

accretion cannot be found where the proposed unit is appropriate, .are 

inapposite. In addition, their persuasive value in the instant proceeding is 

20 As noted, tlie pctltloned·for unit 'excludes ~ number or employee 
classifications involved in roll mnintennnco, ·(the Facilities .Inspectors . and 
the various· ATU classifications. ·who perform rail maintenance work), 
Additiona\ly, It Is noted . that the 'employees In the proposed unit represent 
hiss than 6% of the combined total of employees In the Facilities and 

' Equipment Maintenance· Departments, Both these Captors,. In addition, to the 
otl\ers discussed, Indicate that what the IBEW proposes here Is the Improper. 
severance and fragmentation of an e~isting bargaining unit. Sec 
Mamnckrodt Chcm!co! WorkS. !!rnnj11m DivisiOn, 162 l'ILRB 387; (Improper 
to sever one group of employees from an existing, broader unit whore 
employees to be severed are not part of a functionally distinct department 
and there· is substantial 'lntegrntlon of employer's production p,rocesscs>. 
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• further limited· by the fact that none of . the primary cases cited, Pacific 
. 

Airlines y NLRB, 587 F. 2d !032 (CA 9, 1978), TRT Comms. CO!'Jl 230 NLRB 

139 and Mel bet Jewelry, 180 NLRB 107, involve a public utility or a public 

transit system:: ''These cases deal with an issue· which is of no relevance to 

this proceeding, i.e., whether a new plant opened by an employer who 

already operates one_ or more free-standing, geographically distinct plants, 
. ' 

is an accretion . to a unit of employees ·in the existing . facilities. The instant · 

case do~s not involve a multi-plant or iocation operation. 

The IBEW argues that the District's operations are not integrated 

b~cause, while _the transit system may be integ~ated,- the work processes at 

issue here are not becn~se the work of one group of employees is not 

depende11t ~ the work perfonned by the other, i.e. the shutdown of the 

bus operations would not result. in the shutdoWn of .thll rail system. But 
' , • o ', , ' . ' I 

examining only whether cine shutdown of operations would _cause ancither 

shutdown to determine integration is too· narrow a focus. Functional · 

integration is a much broader and . relevant ·concept which involves an·· 

.;  assessment of the overalL . impact of 'one operation or function upon . 

another. J]nit§d Gas Inc., 190 ·NLRB 618; Southwest Gas Cm:porntion 199 

NLRB 486. Therefore;· tlie fact, concet;led by the lBEW, that the shutdown 

of the bus or rail systein would re~ult in an increase in ridership in the 

other strongly supports the proposition that the· District operates an 

integrated trnnsP,ortntion system. Also su'pporting . a finding of integration . 

is the fact the District modified . or eliminated several bus lines to avoid . ' 

duplication· of service with the Blue Line. 
I • ' 'o 

. 

i 
I
I 
I 
' i 

. ' 
' 
! 

I 
1 ' 

I 
I 

IBBW correctly points out that one ·primary focus of the accretion 

analysis should be the relationship between dte work performed by" the 

two groups . of employees nt lss!]e here. Contrary to the IBEW's contention, 
. 

• . 

• 

· . 

, 
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however; there is abundant evidence (see sections IV C and D' above) 

establishing. ,that the work processes of the employees in the two groups 

are also integrated. Because ATU-represented employees arc heavily 

involved in ran support functions as explained supra, it is certain .that if 

the ATo employees do not perform their rail maintenance support 

functions, the employees in the proposed unit would be unable . to perform 

their duties. 

"I:o ·conclude,· the repord clearly establishes .that the District operates a 

functionally integrated transportation system;- The proposed unit is ·not·. 

appropriate for collective .bargaining. purposes as it constitutes .. an accretion 

to the existing A TV-represented bargaining unit. I 
·' 

VI 

1'HA UJ'!IT CLARIFICATION PETITION 
' ' 

·The ATU has requested that the Service "clarify" the existing unit it 

represents by declaring that .it is "more appropriate" (than the. proposed 

unit) or that it is the "most appropriate" unit. However, under the LMRA, 

there is no .such thing· as .- the "most appropriate" or "only" appropriate 
_. 

bargaining unit. -The •National Cash Register Company, 166 NLRB q3 ... :r'he,J

relevant inquiry is only whether a bargaining unit is "an" appropriate unit. 

Moreover, ciarification of a contractually established unit is improper 

where the petition is filed mid-term, during the pendency of th.e. contract. 

Boston Cutting Dje Company, 258 NLRB 771: Massachusetts Teachers 

Association, 236 NLRB 1427. In, ~hese circumstances. the ATU unit. 

clarlfic'ation ·petition should be dismissed. · 

.. · 

 ,. 

, 

.' 
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VII 

S:ONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, it is .recommended that the petitions filed 

. :.:~ ,':rd:._M' 9[., . .,, ., ,~ J ~ . 
RAOUL THOR.BOURNE. HEARING 
OFFICER FOR TEE STATE MEDIATION 
AND CONCltlATION SERVICE ... ... 

. .... · 

, 

21 ATU .Exhibit SS Is hereby rejected ~s irrelevant nod because it was filed 
after the close or hearing. ATU Exhibits S6·S9, whose late submission was 
arranged for and approved before the close of the bearing, arc admitted. 

· 
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